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ABSTRACT 

Color structure descriptor (CSD) provides satisfactory image in- 
dexing and retrieval results a m w g  all color-based descriptors in  
MPEC-7. The superiority comes from the consideration of space 
distrihution of colors. Hardware accelerator i s  a must because i ts  
good performance is  at the expense of high computational com- 
plexity. In this paper, a design appronch of speci c hardware ac- 
celerators fnr dcscriptors is explored. The characteristics of CSD 
algorithm are also anzelyzed and an ef cient architecture i s  pro- 
posed. The proposed architecture can generate CSD description of  
256 2% image at SO frames per second (fps). The architecture 
providcs ahuut 4.5 giga instructions per second (GIPS) to achieve 
real-time applications like assisting n t e  control in  video coding 
system and circumsunce change detection in surveillance system. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With mature digital video tcchnology. inexpensivocamcordersgrad- 
ually cnter our life. More and more multimedia are produced and 
shared among the world. Original intention of  MPEG-7 is  to pro- 
vide a powcrful scarch engine which helps people easily nd w h l  
they are looking for. Several MPEG-7 toolkits further iiitegrate 
useful Iunctionalities for categorizing and organizing their personel 
collection. However. some rebated research showed most people 
only categorize their alhums at semantic level. The recognition 
technique nowadays is  s t i l l  not able to meet this k ind of demand 
[I]. MPEC-7 descriptors are good tools for indexing and retrieval 
but should not be limited to them. Those dcscriptors can be cre- 
atively extended and linked to applications such as rate contrnl in 
real-time video coding and movement detection in surveillancesys- 
tems. lo these applicati.tions. computational loads of  the real-time 
implementation for these descriptors wil l  not be a trivial issue. 

With statistics derived from MPEG-7 descriptors. good indica- 
tion of  image and video properties can provide rrferablc adjustment 
parameters for video pre-proccssing like auto white balance, RCB 
gains tuning. saturation control, auto contrast, and edge enhancr- 
ment. I n  video coding, they can assist fast algorithm of mntion 
estimation, rate control policy, probability distrihution model o f  
entropy coding, and so on 121. A recent research showed that edge 
histogram dexriptor and scdable color descriptor a= applicd to 
segmentation for content-based video coding 131. When we use 
thetn in surveillance system, the system can notice police to keep 
an eye on unusual behavior by analyzing object trajectory. Face 
descriptor can also provide auto identi cation o f  uncerti ed people 
in certain degree. 
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MPEC-7 visual descriptors record statistics ofimages and video 
sequences in color. texture. shape of objects. and motion. Because 
the variety of possible applications. we rst take implementation 
of  color descriptors as our start point. Color is one o f  important 
visual attributes for human visioii and image pmcessing. I t  i s  also 
an expressive visual feature in  image and video retricval. Color 
descriptions usually are irrelevant to viewing angle, translation and 
rotation. This adventag sses good resistance to undesired 
shacking of camera. I n  -7. six descriptors are selected to 
record color statistics of images and video. Among them. Color 
structure descriptor (CSD) provides hest image indexing and re- 
trieval results [41. The superiority comes from that CSD considers 
spice distrihution of pixel colors by recording appearence of each 
color in every structuring window (SW) in  i ts histogram [5 ] .  In this 
paper, we focus on the architecture and analysis of CSD. 

The challenge to realize CSD hardware accelerator for real- 
timevidcosystemis thateachpixel inone frameneeds tohescanned 
64 times on average. The vast data bandwidth and then excessive 
operating frequency make CSD unsuitable for red multimedia sys- 
tems. Analysis of thc trade-oifbrtween input bandwidth and local 
buffer size is  the rst issue needed to he cvaluated. Then, the index 
algorithm of the color appearance in one SW has to be considered 
carefully to lower operating frequency. Moreover, along with cx- 
ploring suitahle solutions, hardwax extensibility should not he left 
behind. I t  i s  worth to intcgrale with other descriptors with small 
overhead. 

Operational analysisofsoflwaresimulation is  shown inTahle I. 
’‘Accumulation” comprises related operations o f  moving SW and 
CSD histogram accumulation. For a video sequence with frame 
size 256 256, SO frames per second (fps), 4.5 GIPS and 6.2 giga 
bytes per second (GRls) of memory handwidth ale required in one 
second. Such computational cost i s  the reason why CSD can not he 
applied to reil-time products without a hardware accelerator. And 
there is no gwd solution at present. 

I n  this paper, we rst describe brie y the algorithm of CSD in  
section 2. Before going into implementation details of  each func- 
tional block, computational complexity i s  discussed in section 3 
and then aach hlnck design. Section 4 shows indexing and retrieval 
results of  CSD and scalable color descriptor using ditferent color 
spaces. Section 5 i s  dedicated to concluding remarks and future 
research. 

2. COLOR STRUCTURE DESCRIPTOR 

CSD reprcsents an image by color accumulation and the local spa- 
tial distribution of colors. The procedure of CSD histogram uses a 
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Table 1. MIPS andmemory handwidthofCSDgenerator. 4.5 giga 
instructions persecond (GIPS) and 6.2 GUIs of memory handwidth 
is thc reason why CSD is not suitable for real-time application on 
software p l a t fh l .  

. .,,.. 
Number of Memory Number of Memory 

Operation instructiuns handwidth instructions bandwidth 
(MIPS) (MByte,) (MIPS) (MBytn)  

HMMD 5 625 3 585 168.750 107.550 
Accumulation 143.657 202.456 4309.710 6073.680 
Ouantization n.ost 0.001 1.517 0.039 ~~ 

~~ 

Others 0.990 0.697 29.713 20.901 
Total 150.323 206.739 4509.690 6202.170 

U 

Fig. 1. SW histogram accumulation. Present color registers use I -  
hit for each color to indicate which color presents in the SW. After 
completing a SW, CSD histogram is updated according the result 
of the register bank. 

8 8 SW, which shifts one row or one column at a time, to observe 
which colors are presented in it. and then updates those color bins 
by only adding one, no mattcr how many same color pixels exist. 
This prwedure is shown in Fig. I .  Figure 2 shows that two images 
have different CSD dexription with the sane traditiondl histogram 
161. Right image looks more scattered than left one. Such situation 
causes gray pixels exist in more SWs and re ects on gray hin in 
CSD description. This advantage let us easily distinguish those 
images with similar dispersion. 

Figure 3 depicts CSD extraction pmedure  171. Our design 
chose highest number of bins for more precise CSD description in 
real-timeapplications. The top pathdirects the owof256-binCSD 
who starts with color transformation from RGB to HMMD. Next 
step is histogram accumulation which is followed by a decision 
of number of bins needed. After a nonlinear quantization. CSD 
description is derived. 

3. ANALYSIS AND PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

As descrihed in Section I .  we focus on real-time applications Of 
MPEG-7 like video coding assisunce and survcillance systems. 
Besides. generated CSD descriptions still can he used for search 
of multimedia contents. And fur supporting comparison with de- 

Fig. 2. Two images have the same traditional histogram, hut right 
one has much more gray camponen@ in CSD description. 

256-bin CSD 

CSD 
Deynption 

Fig. 3. CSD extraction ow. 

scriptions generated by other twls. 256 levels of color quantiziltion 
is adopted for downscale comparison. 

The blockdingramof thepropnsedarchitectureisshownin Fig. 
4. After color transformation, pixels are .sent to the conespunding 
local histogram observing (LHO) block to index which calors exist 
in current SW. Then. the output of LHO updates CSD histogram. 
Finally, CSD description is obwined via non-linear quantizing the 

nal histogram. 

3.1. Analysis 

Since a sub-sample factor is de ned in CSD for large images. we 
chmse 256 256 as input image sizc without losing ofgenerality. 
The de ned sub-sample factor K = mzc~(1,2L'"w' 7.iJ}, 

where W and H are the width and height of image. For example. 
K = 2 implies an image is sub-sampled by 2 horizontally and 
venically. Note that the SW size is always 8 

Speci cation of our CSD generator is for the video sequence 
running at 30 fps. The opcmting frequency is 60 MHz if one SW 
(8 8 pixels) is buffered for data sharing. Approximately. in the 
situation of no local buffer of SW. each pixel in every window 
has Lo be scanned again even though it has been scanned during 
the period of operations of last neighboring window. The memory 
bandwidth is about 357 megihytes/sec (MB/s) and the required 
operating frequency is I19 MHz. In fact. we assume histogram 
can he updated once in one cycle to make this chip running at I19 
MHz. But according to thr problcm described in subsection 3.2, i t  
takes four cycles to update one pixel data on average and forces the 
required operating frequency to 476 MHz. Buffeing one SW will 
reduce memory bandwidth to 46 MBIs and operating frequency to 
60 MHz. 

The way to record which colors exist in a SW ef ciently is 
another main issue. It is unrealistic to query all pixels at the Same 
timeandinef cienttoqueryonepixelpercycle. The formermethod 
will make interconnection of decision circuit become very large 
and inconvenient to handle. The letter one has to be realized by 

8. 
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Fig. 5. Pixel scan order nf a structuring window. The raster scan 
order in a stripe provides data reuse merit, which only eight pixels 
are needed to update a new SW. After nishing one stripe, index 
SW colors in next one until al l  stripes in a frame arc visited. 

increasing operating frequency. In order tn solve the problem, we 
proposed a LHO architecture. 

3.2. Color Appearance Recording in LHO 

The main idcaofLHO i s  to record SW,histogram to indicate which 
colors exist in the SW. Along with updating histogram, LHO oh- 
serves the value of changing color bin and saves this information 
into color appearance register bank. Nonzero bin means this color 
belongs to the window. After update. this information is  sent to 
CSD histogram accumulation block. 

Color transform in Fig. 4 sends the HMMD value of a new 
pixel to LHO and thc value i s  saved in SW buffer. The pixel scan 
order o f  a irame i s  shown in Fig. 5.  HMMD values in a SW are 
complete updated after discarding top row pixels from last SW and 
reading in eight new bottom pixels in current SW. After nishing 
indcxing SW colors in one stripe. we start to index SW colors in 
next stripe. 

Figure 6 shows the LHO architecture. Thc LHO contains a 
SRAM to record color histogram ofa SW and a color appeamnce 
register bank to indicate which colors exist in the SW according to 
the values of the color hins. 

When LHO receivcs new HMMD value, LHO updates the bin 
of this value in SW histogram by adding one. At  the same time. 
the bit that stands for the existence ofthe value in the register bank 
turns into one. On the ooiitmry. when the HMMD value of an old 
pixel i s  just replaced by that o f  a new pixel in SW buffrr, LHO 
updates the bin of old value by subtracting one. Meanwhile, LHO 

L-7-1 
HMMD 

Fig. 6. Structuring window histogram updating architecturc. 
HMMD values from color transform and SW huffer indicate which 
bin in the SW histogram needed to hc added or subtracted by one. 

checks ifthe hin i s  zero or not and updates the related bit in register 
hank. 

Using SUAM to record histogram o f  SW is  an area ef cient 
method. But histogram updating cycles are directly restricted by 
SRAM speci cation. Single pon SRAM provides one read or one 
write in a cyclc. That means, when we get an address from the 
color which nceds to update corresponding color bin, we read the 
bin value in onc cyclc. add or subtract the value by I, and write i t  
hacktoSUAM in anothercycle. Withan appropriatedesign fordual 
port SUAM, the throughput of updating histogram can achieve one 
update pcr cycle at the expense of douhle SUAM a m  and power. 
With area and power consideration. wc choose single prt SRAM 
as buffer of SW histogram. Single port SUAM takes four cycles 
to refresh histogram for each pixrl. Two cycles are for removing 
accumulation fmm prcvious pixel and the others are for addition 
of incoming pixel. To update a SW by refreshing eight pixels wil l 
take 32 cycles. 

3.3. CSD Histogram Accumulation 

According to cycle analysis in section 3.2, i t  requires 32 cycles tv 
complcte 256-bin CSD histogram accumulation. If we store CSD 
histogram in single port SRAM and wish to refresh i t  in time, that 
means we have to update I6 color bins in two cycles. Similar to 
updating SW histogram. one cycle is  for retrieving corresponding 
color bin. the other i s  for writing the updated value back. Such 
parallelism forces the bit-width of SRAM become 1G 16 to acccss 
16 bins at a time. Improper bit-width and number o f  addresses 
of SUAM will cause this SRAM occupies large area and waste 
much power. Here we divide this SUAM into four to lower the 
unreasonable bit-width. The hit-width i s  equal to four color bins. 
Each SRAM is  lti 64 hits. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

In this section. we show that indexing and retrieval results of CSD 
and scalable color descriptor (SCD) [7] for comparison. The in- 
dexing and retrieval database contains 526 images in 78 categories. 
Those images are collected from lntemet and manual categorized. 
The quantity of  images per category varies from 2 to 28. The 
semantic categories include landscapes, animals. transportation. 
night scenes, buildings, paintings. cartoons, and so forth. Nine 
sample images are showed in Fig. 7. 

Thc reason why we compared CSD with SCD is  that many op- 
eration units in SCD are similar to thosc in CSD. This fact indicates 
that integrating SCD with CSD architecture i s  possible. Besides. 
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Table 2. Indexing and retrieval results o f  CSD and SCD 

Descriptor Color space ANMRR 
CSD HMMD O.WIO50Y7 

Fig. 7. Sample images of experimental database. The indexing and 
retricval database contains 526 images in 78 categories. 

SCD also wins the second place among other MPEC-7 color de- 
scriptors 141. Furthermore. for extending the concepts of thcse 
descriptors to image and video coding. we replace default color 
spaces with YCbCr domain and the performance drops slightly. 

Here we use a quantitative measure method called query-by- 
example (QBE) suggested by MPEC-7 [6] .  QBE snrts thcdistances 
between description vector of quely image and those ofimages con- 
tained in a database. Retrieval rank represents the rank at which 
certain ground-truth image i s  retrieved. Normalized modi ed re- 
trievalrank(NMRR)eliminates thein uenceof numherofground- 
truth images. Finally. average normalized modi ed retrieval rank 
(ANMRR)istheaverageafNMRRofeachquery. Thesmaller AN- 
MRR means the descriptor provides better indexing and retrieval 
ability. Table 2 shows the indexing and retrieval results ufCSD and 
SCD with designated and YCbCr color spaces. ANMRR of CSD 
with H M M D  is the lowest as our expcctation. And the results o f  
two descriptors with YCbCr are also acceptable. Because of the 
database characteristic and subjective manual categorization. the 
values in this table are smaller than the experiment results in [SI. 
These good results imply that we can apply the concepe o f  these 
descriptions to the eld o f  image and video coding which chooses 
YCbCr as default color space. 

This architecture is synthesized and the gate counts (two inputs 
N A N D  gate equivalent) are 7440 along with a F4 8 (SW buffer), 
a 256 64 (CSD histogram) 
SRAMs. The proposed CSD architecture for real-time applications 
can generate CSD description of 25G 286 image at frame rate 
30 fps. The computation complexity i s  ahout 4.5 GIPS to achieve 
real-time applications. 

7 (SW histogram), and four lli 

S. CONCLUSION 

In this paper. an architecture which can generate CSD descrip- 
tion o f  256 256 image at 30 fps i s  proposed. LHO approach 

CSD YChCr 0.00360790 
SCD HSV 0.00165656 
SCD YCbCr 0.00428604 

i s  used to record SW histogram to indicate which colors exist in 
a SW. Furthermore, we provide the vision o f  future MPEC-7 de- 
scriptor applications for not only indexing and retrieval, but also 
for real-timc multimedia applications. First analysis of dedicated 
hardware architecture design for MPEC-7 CSD descriptor i s  also 
proposed. Detailed design explorations o f  the hardware imple- 
menration, and practical refcrrnce data of prototype i s  valuable for 
future rcsearchers. The integration with SCD by sharing much ex- 
isted resource i s  ongoing. In the future. descriptors with similar 
architecture can he intcgrated into this design. 
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